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QUESTION 1

Which action should an administrator take to avoid single points of failure when making an application highly available? 

A. utilize cross-over network cables for heartbeats with multi-node clusters to withstand power outages 

B. place application binaries on shared storage to reduce the chance of corruption 

C. use host IP address for configuring and accessing application from various clients 

D. ensure multiple paths for data access so the applicantion can continue if one path goes down 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

As part of the consolidation efforts in a data center, the administrator decides to merge two two-node Veritas Cluster
Server (VCS) clusters into a four-node VCS cluster. The source and target clusters are on the same networks for LLT
communication. The administrator performs the following task as preparation for the merge while both clusters are still
running: 

1.

 modifies /etc/llttab files on the source cluster systems so the cluster ID is changed to the cluster ID of the target cluster 

2.

 modifies /etc/llthosts files on all systems to include the four nodes 

3.

 modifies /etc/gabtab files on all systems to require four systems to seed 

4.

 ensures the source cluster systems can see the fencing disks used by the target cluster 

5.

 copies the fencing configuration files from the target cluster systems to the source cluster systems 

6.

 adds the source cluster systems to the target cluster configuration using the hasys -add command 

After the preparation is complete, the administrator stops the source cluster leaving the applications running, then stops
the whole communication stack and restarts it in the correct order. When the administrator attempts to start the cluster
again on the source cluster systems, they fail to join the four-node cluster. 

Which preparation step that the administrator failed to perform is preventing the source cluster systems from joining the
four-node cluster? 

A. The cluster needs to be manually seeded using gabconfig -x on the source cluster systems. 
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B. The target main.cf file needs to be copied to the source cluster systems. 

C. The service group configuration of the source cluster needs to be applied to the target cluster. 

D. The cluster UUID from the target cluster needs to be copied to the source cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Where is the sysoffline trigger executed if a node goes into a jeopardy state or leaves the cluster? 

A. on all nodes in the cluster regardless of state 

B. on the node that goes offline by entering a jeopardy state or leaving the cluster 

C. on all the nodes in the cluster that are still in a RUNNING state 

D. on the lowest numbered system in the cluster with a RUNNING state 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which behavior should an administrator expect when performing the Veritas InfoScale Availability online upgrade
process using the installer? 

A. The cluster remains online and the kernel processes are swapped during the upgrade process. 

B. The cluster is taken offline one node at a time during the package upgrade. 

C. The cluster is taken offline during the upgrade process, but the applications stay online. 

D. The cluster remains online during the update process, but the service groups are offline. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is seeing a recurring fault involving a resource managed by the IPMultiNIC agent. Default log levels
provide insufficient information for troubleshooting. 

Which command should the administrator use to modify the debug level? 

A. halog -modify IPMultiNIC LogDbg DBG_1 DBG_2 DBG_4 DBG_21 

B. hares -modify IPMultiNIC LogDbg DBG_1 DBG_2 DBG_4 DBG_21 

C. haagent -modify IPMultiNIC LogDbg DBG_1 DBG_2 DBG_4 DBG_21 

D. hatype -modify IPMultiNIC LogDbg DBG_1 DBG_2 DBG_4 DBG_21 
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Correct Answer: D 
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